
Encourage 
engagement
Shape a collaborative culture 
that recognizes, rewards, and 
inspires contributions

Tailored skills 
acquisition
Personalized learning and 
content to help your people 
grow in line with strategic 
goals

Choose your 
delivery 
Social sharing adds 
another dimension to your 
organization’s learning 
strategy 

Break down knowledge silos across 
your organization. Use social  
learning in the flow of work to  
solve challenges at every step. 

Engage is the personalized and collaborative Learning  
Experience Platform (LXP) to engage, unite, and upskill your 
workforce. Unlock the relationships and self-directed learning 
that people need to thrive in the new world of work.

Engage

Schedule a personalized 
demo or visit us at  
www.totara.com

http://www.totara.com


Your workforce hub for informal 
learning pathways & connections

Better workplaces together
Totara Engage combines seamlessly with Learn and Perform to power  
the Talent Experience Platform(TXP), unlocking your people’s full potential.

Robust 
recommendation 
engine 

Peoples’ interests, skills, and 
prior learning help build a rich 
learning profile for personalised 
recommendations.

Surveys

Quickly generate insights by collecting 
qualitative and quantitative feedback 
from your teams. 

Interactive and social 
activities

Ratings, comments and curation 
complement formal learning programs 
and processes to nurture  
a connected learning culture.

Accessible  
personalized playlists

Quickly source, create or curate expert 
knowledge in the form of articles, blogs, 
photos, podcasts and videos into 
playlists to personalize learning. 

Curated content 
playlists

Break down silos, spread know-how 
to where it’s needed and encourage 
collaborative learning. 

Collaboration 
workspaces

Accelerate skill acquisition, deliver 
digestible knowledge in the flow of 
work and bring teams together.     

Microsoft Teams 
integration

Enables your employees to solve 
complex problems from a central digital 
space without the complexities of 
switching between tools.

Flexible access and 
sharing settings

Control access and privacy rights to the 
content within your team’s workspaces 
and playlists. Authorize by specific 
people or defined job roles.

User and content 
engagement reports

Recognize rising talent, subject 
matter experts and thought leaders 
as well as less-engaged individuals. 

Advanced performance 
management that drives 
sustained productivity and 
skills growth

The user-friendly Learning 
Experience Platform (LXP)  
that engages and unites  
your workforce

The world’s most powerful 
and flexible Learning 
Management System (LMS) 
trusted by thousands of 
organizations

Engage

Learn

Perform
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